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In conversation: Silke Dettmers and Karen Le Roy Harris 

Raw Materials: Wood artist Silke Dettmers reflects on her residency.  

 

Furniture has re-appeared in your work over the years; why do you think that is? 

My sculptural practice started with ‘found objects’, found by the roadside, often on the way 
to the studio. You could look at pieces of furniture as very large ‘objets trouves’. 

Furniture has something immutable about it, like architecture, and for my imagination that is 
quite a provocation. Appropriating a ready-made object is animating what appears 
unbending. Of course, it could also just be that my boredom threshold is quite low, and 
transforming a chair or a dressing table is tremendous fun! 

I am fond of Claude Cahun’s image of herself asleep – dreaming? – on a shelf inside an 
enormous cupboard. It brings to mind the large, dark family wardrobes of my childhood. 
You never knew what to find inside – neat stacks of starched and pressed linen or secrets, 
the forgotten, the ‘verboten’. 

 

What found objects have found their way into your recent work? 

The most recent are probably an industrial wooden pallet, which I used for Means of Travel 
(2), and a small green Lego brick which both turned up outside my studio.  

The pallet for Means of Travel (2) I later re-made in cardboard and wood grain wallpaper – 
my second venture into this material.  

This remade wallpaper pallet formed the base of an indoors ‘sailing boat’ – land yachting is 
another childhood memory. It was persuasive enough in a studio setting, but would of 
course sink in seconds if ever launched. I am drawn to such paradoxes, they seem to sum 
up life. In this way paper, printed with a trompe l’oile wood pattern is a particularly futile 
proposition…  

The lost Lego brick forms the basis of my latest piece. When I picked it up, I thought “one 
day I am going to do something with this, possibly something quite large”. I like that it is an 
object of today, it is not nostalgic. Literally everybody, it seems, can relate to Lego, but it is 
not overburdened by connotations yet. It is ubiquitous, functional, Scandinavian, like Ikea. 
Lego is of course also about building and construction, which is very much a theme in the 
most recent history of the Lea Valley.  

 

Where did your interest in woodgrain wallpaper begin and how has this developed?  

It started with a simple interest in the fake, and the curious connection of paper – made 
from wood – being printed with a wood effect pattern, pretending to be wood again.  



During the residency, I discovered how much more mutable and fickle in its meaning wood-
effect wallpaper can be. There is a surprising range of this type of wallpaper on the market – 
from the graphic, stylised, to the deceptively realistic. Thanks to digital technology some of 
it can pass as veneer itself. The differences are subtle, but decisive with respect to what a 
sculpture made from this material may evoke in terms of associations.  

My earlier use of trompe l’oeil wood paper was much more straightforward, located in the 
Surrealists’ tradition of ‘making strange’ and the object itself being ‘other’. If there has been 
a shift, it is this – I have become more interested in the uncanny as an experience.  

 

What discoveries of the ‘strange’ have you made through the Raw Materials 
residency?  

The visits to archives and museums during the residency quickly started to focus on 
furniture, rather than wood and timber, and brought forth many surprising, if not bizarre, 
discoveries: the World War II wooden decoy tanks being made in the Harris Lebus furniture 
factory in Tottenham as well as the large modernist doll’s house, also produced by Lebus 
for the young Princess Anne. It was equipped with electricity and running water (!) – it could 
not get more real than this. I felt a strong need however, to ‘dream on’, to take the historical 
as a springboard for the imagination and to take it into an ‘artistic future’.  

 

How does this interest in ‘fake’ and furniture relate through your work?  

My new work has been much influenced by ideas around contemporary furniture design 
and the relationship we have to all types of ‘wood’ now. Much of today’s materials used for 
the making of tables, chairs, wardrobes etc. are engineered woods or wood-plastic 
composites. Until recently veneer was used in cheap furniture to cover up the chipboard it 
was really made from. Today there is a different kind of ‘knowingness’ around fake woods. I 
came to respond to this new world of the fake, attempting, if you like, to ‘fake the fake’.  

 

You continually play with scale in your work. Why is this?  

Scaling the ‘real’ world up or down at will is bound up with my interest and research into 
Cabinets of Curiosities and the idea of Wonder. Small changes to scale, reducing or 
enlarging the usual / known dimensions of a thing, can perplex and make you look again at 
what is familiar and routine. Ideally, I would like my work to do what the exhibits of the 
Wunderkammer did: to surprise and to unsettle.  

 

Tell me about your process and how you get to a point where you decide to ‘realise’ 
an idea.  

There is nothing linear in the way I work. For a while I just ‘play’ with either an object or a 
material, initially through drawing. For me the sketchbook is a very productive place where 
diverse ideas cross over, connect up, fertilise each other – it is really quite a fluid, semi-
conscious process. But there is the studio too, in all its physicality; like many sculptors, I am 
surrounded by ‘stuff’ – wood, tools, maquettes – ‘things’.  



In the case of the Raw Materials residency, there was another layer of influences: the visits 
to archives and conversations with other ‘wood enthusiasts’. All of this is building a web of 
associations around ideas contained in an object or a material, such as the wood-grain 
wallpaper. Ultimately, I am looking for something simple; simple but rich; a central image / 
form / metaphor which collapses – preferably elegantly – a range of meanings into a single 
object.  

Somewhere along the way I start making maquettes. As I progress these maquettes 
become increasingly more specific and technical. There are often dozens of maquettes 
preceeding a final work – much is thrown up when turning a 2D drawing into 3D. There is 
lots of problem-solving and ‘engineering’ involved when making sculptures.  

 

Have there been any key moments during the residency?  

The story of the Harris Lebus factory is incredibly rich. One of my favourite pieces – in the 
Bruce Castle Museum Archives – is a piece of detailed marquetry, made by one of the 
Lebus employees, of an aerial view of what was then “the largest furniture factory in the 
world”. That one object contained so much with respect to old crafts, modern times and 
industrial relations. It is surely no coincidence that Ikea’s Tottenham outlet is located – more 
or less – on the same site where the old Harris Lebus factory once stood?  

The Building Crafts College was an eye-opener; the design aptitudes and pure 
craftsmanship of the students is inspirational. A confirmation, if that is needed, of the value 
of ‘making skills’ when it comes to carrying an idea. Visiting the BCC’s studios, I also 
realised how much the furniture students and my own creative process have in common. 

 

Will the residency continue to influence your work? 

I have come away from this commission with an unexpected number of ideas for future 
work. Discovering the industrial past of the Lea Valley and realising the dramatic – 
sometimes brutal – changes of its landscape and architecture, has moved my own thinking 
about ‘found objects’ away from charming, nostalgic ‘ready-mades’ towards the entirely 
uncharismatic mass produced, even redundant objects, such as the polystyrene moulds 
used in the packaging of today’s consumer products. 

I can’t put it in better words than Tony Cragg, who recently described the relationship of art 
and industrial production like this: 

“The non-utilitarian use of material is important. Utility means limitation 
in the forms produced. Expedient industrial production systems 
produce simple geometries – a world of boring and repetitive forms… 
But sculpture? Art takes on space, makes new forms, ideas, emotions, 
languages, freedom”.* 

 

* Tony Cragg: I’m most Interested in the emotional qualities of things. Interview. Observer newspaper, 5 March 
2017 


